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NEW DELHI: Indian media photograph a Ferrari California at the opening of the Ferrari showroom in New Delhi yesterday. The new showroom becomes Ferrari’s only official dealership in New Delhi and signals the Italian sport car
brand’s ambition to expand its sales and service operations in India. —AFP 

MIDEAST STOCK MARKETS

MSCI, economy
fears sink Qatar;

Egypt down

DUBAI: Qatar’s stock market fell sharply yesterday as
funds flowed out because of changes to MSCI’s emerging
market index and concern about the impact of low ener-
gy prices on the economy. Other Gulf markets fared much
better, but Egypt’s sank on currency fears.

Qatar’s main index tumbled 4.4 percent, its biggest
daily drop since August, to a two-year low of 10,091
points in the heaviest trading volume for six months.
Index compiler MSCI was due to add overseas-listed
Chinese companies to its emerging market index after
the close on Monday; EFG Hermes calculated in mid-
November that by diluting Qatar’s weighting in the index,
this would suck $92 million from the Qatari market.

That is not a large amount compared to Qatar’s market
capitalization of $155 billion, but selling by passive funds
in line with the MSCI rebalancing yesterday “met with lim-
ited buyers,” said Sebastien Henin, head of asset manage-
ment at The National Investor in the United Arab
Emirates. “Also, the liquidity is not great in Doha.” Buying
support has weakened because of concern about the
impact of low energy prices on Qatari state finances and
tightening banking sector liquidity.

The Qatari riyal dropped in the forward foreign
exchange market last week as traders cited concern that
Qatar might have trouble agreeing with banks on the
pricing of a syndicated loan of up to $10 billion. That
could prompt the government to borrow more domesti-
cally, further tightening liquidity. The emir has said next
year’s budget will restrain spending and officials have
been talking of privatizing state companies, which could
temporarily at least weigh on the stock market.

Qatar Gas Transport Co (Nakilat) rose 1.3 percent
because it would be added to MSCI’s emerging markets
index after the close; Gulf International Services plunged
9.4 percent because it was due to be deleted. Islamic
bank Masraf Al Rayan sank 5.9 percent and Industries
Qatar lost 4.8 percent.

GULF, EGYPT
UAE stocks were also exposed to the MSCI rebalancing

- EFG Hermes anticipated an outflow of $64 million - but
they were much stronger, reflecting better liquidity and
the government’s more transparent communication of its
strategy to cope with cheap oil. Abu Dhabi’s index
climbed 1.5 percent as Etisalat , which was joining MSCI’s
emerging index, jumped 10 percent and was the most
active stock. Investors had already bought in anticipation,
but some passive funds tend to move only on the last day
before index changes.—Reuters

Fed moves to bar bailouts of failing firms

US pending home sales edge up in October

WASHINGTON: Slightly more Americans
signed contracts to buy homes in October,
a modest rebound after two prior monthly
declines. The figures add to evidence that
the housing market has lost some of its
momentum after rapid sales growth earlier
this year.

The National Association of Realtors said
yesterday that its seasonally adjusted
pending home sales index rose 0.2 percent
to 107.7 last month. The index has
increased 3.9 percent over the past 12
months. “The data suggest that growth in
home sales has slowed significantly,” said
Jim O’Sullivan, chief US economist at High
Frequency Economics.

O’Sullivan added, though, that because
the reports are so volatile, it may be early to
jump to broader conclusions. Healthy job

gains and low mortgage rates boosted
sales for much of the year. But rising home
values and limited inventories have limited
further growth in the closing months of
2015.

The Realtors reported last week that
finalized sales have risen 3.9 percent from a
year ago, even as buyers have fewer choic-
es because the number of listings on the
market has dropped 4.5 percent. A narrow
selection of homes on the market has
pushed up sales prices 5.8 percent from a
year ago to a median of $219,600.

Pending sales are a barometer of future
purchases. A lag of a month or two usually
exists between a contract and a completed
sale. The housing market had benefited
from hiring that has cut unemployment to
5 percent, down from 5.7 percent a year

ago. Average hourly earnings have
improved 2.5 percent over the past year -
that slight increase enhanced by low infla-
tion. But wage growth has failed to match
the rise in home values, forcing more
would-be homebuyers to wait and save for
a down payment.

Also aiding sales have been lower bor-
rowing rates. Mortgage rates remain well
below their historic average of 6 percent.
The average, 30-year fixed mortgage rate
was 3.95 percent last week, according to
mortgage buyer Freddie Mac. But the mar-
ket is still recovering more than six years
after the end of the Great Recession.  Home
sales have been uneven in different geo-
graphic regions. The number of signed con-
tracts advanced in the Northeast and West,
while dipping in the Midwest and South.

Fed moves
Federal Reserve officials have moved to

prevent the central bank from bailing out
failing companies, a power it exercised dur-
ing the 2008 financial crisis. The Fed gover-
nors voted 5-0 yesterday at a public meet-
ing to downsize the Fed’s emergency lend-
ing powers.

Only broad lending programs designed
to revive frozen markets - not loans to indi-
vidual firms - will be allowed. The Fed spent
about $2 trillion on such a program to ease
a credit crunch during the financial melt-
down, aiming to spark lending to con-
sumers and small businesses. The 2010 law
enacted by Congress overhauling financial
regulation required the Fed to impose the
restraints.—Agencies

KUWAIT: Moody’s Investors Service, one of
the world’s leading international credit rat-
ings agency, has upgraded Gulf Bank’s long
term deposit rating to “A3” from “Baa1” and
the standalone baseline credit assessment
(BCA) to “ba1” from “ba2”.  The Bank’s short-
term deposit ratings were affirmed at Prime-2
and Moody’s has revised the outlook on long-
term ratings to stable from positive. 

The upgrade in ratings is significant as it
comes in an era of declining oil prices and a
weakening global economy. With this
upgrade the bank today has three “A” ratings
from all leading rating agencies in the world. 

This progress has been recognized not
only by Moody’s, but also by the other two
leading international credit ratings agencies,
Standard & Poor’s (S&P) and Fitch Ratings
over the last several years. In June 2015, S&P
raised Gulf Bank’s long-term credit rating to
“A-”, with a stable outlook.   The ratings
upgrade noted the Bank’s long-term growth
and rebuilding strategy.  Fitch Ratings has
Gulf Bank’s long-term issuer default rating
(IDR) at “A+” and this is reflective of the work
completed by the bank in undertaking a wide
ranging restructure of its portfolio and work-
ing out significant volumes of impaired loans.
It also reflects the bank’s lower risk appetite.  

According to Moody’s, the recent rating

upgrade action was driven by the continuing
improvements in asset quality and provision-
ing coverage metrics, the strengthening of
the bank’s risk management practices, a fur-
ther reduction of balance sheet risk, the
expectation that core profitability will remain
resilient and capitalization buffers will remain
adequately driven by a conservative imple-
mentation of Basel III capital requirements by
the Central Bank of Kuwait. They also noted
the Bank’s improvements in risk-manage-
ment practices and tightened underwriting
standards. The Bank’s continued reduction in

credit concentrations and lessened exposure
to high-risk segments was also cited, along
with its resilient core profitability and ade-
quacy of its capital buffers.

Gulf Bank’s management team, with the
support and guidance from the Chairman of
the Board, and its staff remain committed to
continuing our policy of prudency and good
governance.  The Bank has continued to make
steady progress and reach milestones in its
growth strategy. It has achieved this by
restructuring, focusing on streamlining oper-
ations, improving service, and introducing

products that better serve customers.  
The Bank has also made significant invest-

ments towards enhancing its infrastructure,
systems and processes and is also actively
recruiting outstanding talent. The products
and services enhancement is progressing well
and over the last year, the Bank has revamped
two of its customer segment proposition and
new accounts coming from those segments
have grown at double digit rates. The Bank’s
credit cards business has also continued its
strong performance with double digit loan
growth.  Recently, the Bank also launched is
loyalty program Gulf Rewards along with a
special technology platform to facilitate
redemptions. In terms of wholesale banking,
our corporate banking group was reorgan-
ized to reflect key market segments and to
deliver a broader suite of products and servic-
es with faster, more efficient customer service
for local needs.  Other innovations include
new cash management products, a new col-
lections system, and series of process
automation initiatives to improve controls in
our branches have also been implemented.

Gulf Bank is currently celebrating its 55th
anniversary and remains committed to being
innovative, raising standards, and setting the
benchmark for banking excellence in the
region.  

Moody’s upgrades Gulf Bank’s 
long-term deposit rating to A3

Gulf Bank’s outlook stable


